THE SPANISH WAR
thirty bombers took part, I was watching from the roof
of a house belonging to General Cabanelles, the President
of the Nationalist Junta de Guerra. This stands at least
three thousand yards from the Paseo de Rosales, and yet
as the bombs exploded it shook as if there had been an
earthquake. What must have been the effect in the Paseo
de Rosales and along the transverse streets facing the
University City where the bombs were actually falling1
When, however, the smoke lifted, the ruins appeared
much the same, except that here and there a cloud of
smoke would show that another fire had been started.
Madrid these days was never without half a dozen fires
burning themselves out in all this western quarter of
the city. But of actual change in the situation there was
none* The Legionaries and the Moors found this to
their cost every time they tried an attack. They might
progress fifty yards or so, they might capture a block-
house, but machine-guns would appear from their deep
dug-outs, mortars would resume their rain of bombs,
and the attack would fizzle out It would have needed
ten times the number of bombing 'planes the Nationalists
possessed, executing three raids a day for over a week,
to make any impression on the Red defences in this sector.
It takes an immense amount of explosives to demolish
well-built houses, and ten times as much again to reach
cellars and underground dug-outs.
The house of General Cabanellas became one oi our
accustomed observation-posts, and though it must have
been obvious to the Red artillery observers that this was
so, they only shelled it on one or two occasions, doing
extremely little damage. To those who remembered
how any suspicious point was always flattened to the
ground during the Great War, this supine attitude on
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